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College anticipates little

difficulty in getting coal
By BUI Henley

The College of "Wooster

;

Is

apparently in a relatively good
position to weather the energy

..

-

crisis, although some energy
conservation measures have been
put in effect and others may
come
Electric power from the campus comes from the College's
own generator, fueled by coal,
currently the most plentiful fuel
available.

No

problems

going even if a stoppage lasts
a long time.
The College's small residence
bouses are heated by gas rather
than by coal. As ttvlng residences they will have a

high

priority on getting gas, however,
and should be able to get what
they need.
Several energy -- saving measures were put into effect starting with the Christmas break.
The temperature in unused residence halls and buildings over
the break was cut to 60 degrees;
they are now being held at approximately 68 degrees. Some
outside and inside lighting has
been eliminated, and some incandescent lights have
been
replaced by more economical

are

expected, in getting an adequate
supply of coal, according to
Mr Edward Cerne, director of
physical plant services; the type
of vjcoal used is in good supply,
and the college purchases it
directly from the mine. The
price of buying and transporting

the coal is rising, but at least
it should continue to be available to buy.
The supply of coal may be
interrupted if the national truck
strike projected for the end of
January prevents the independent
trucker who delivers the coal
here from getting through, 'Deliveries were interrupted briefly
by the truck stoppage that occurred in December, However, the
College has a month's supply of
coal stockpiled, and should be
able to get enough coal to keep

.

fluorescent or mercuty-vap- or
lights. Instructions have been
given for unneeded lights in
buildings to be turned off.
The College is ready to take
more drastic steps to save
energy if necessary, but the administration does not have enough
information to say what those
steps might be, according to
Mrs. Doris Coster, dean of stu- dents. She hopes that the ind-

ividual student will take the

responsibility for saving energy,
by turning off unneeded lights
and appliances and eliminating

M

waste In general

the College's policy towards cars - jt
T
campus, though if gas ration- ing occurs or prices go extre mely
high student driving will naturally
;
be restricted to some extent, jcr
Trips in college vehicles are
being cut back, and their use is
being consolidated, as much as
possible; but no serious problems
due to the gasoline shortage are
expected until next summer,
when the College may have
trouble getting enough gasoline
There seems to be enough coal to keep
to keep grounds-ca- re
equipment
.
units going.
running.
on

Drushal vetoes Pub proposal
President J. Garber Drushal Council affirmed tts support of
has vetoed the proposal for a the Student Entertainment Cenpub or 'Cage, it was announced ter Committee's (SECC) plan.
at Tuesday's Campus Council This called for the establishmeeting. In his mejno to Counment of a pub-listudent cencil, Drushal explained that more ter, with occasional live entertime was needed to resolve probtainment, where 3,2 beer could
lems.
be purchased. The basement of
ke

According to Council's char-

ter, any legislation not vetoed

by the President automatically
takes effect 30 days after pas-

sage.
At

the end of last quarter,

was considered the
Klttredge
most likely location.
The proposal was then slated
to go before the Executive Committee of the Board of Trustees.
Ron Wilcox, chairman of Coun- -

I.S. presented to Senate Committee
A junior Independent study project found some unique use
recently when it's author testified about it before a committee
of the United States Congress.
The study, titled "An Analysis
the
of Legislation to Lower
Age Requirements for Service
in Congress," was completed
by Charles Schollenberger, a
senior political science major, In
May at the American University

in Washington, D.C.

;

.

Schollen-

7pr

"T"

Public hearings on the license
likely, too. Drushal
believes that citizens might even
use this opportunity as a springboard to eliminate the sale of
all 3,2 beer in the area.
The President of SGA, John
Kneen, suggested that Drushal
should have asked Council for
an extension rather than simply vetoing the measure, Kneen
"criticized the way the Administration handled this," asking
the President to admit that the
Is
of Klttredge
renovation
"sticky" and procuring a
liquor license Is "sticky".
There was some disagreement
over the probable outcome of
a public hearing on a liquor
license for the College. Jack
Bryar was strongly In favor of
letting the issue go before a
hearing. He contends that it Is
"not an Issue anybody outside
the campus gives a damn about,"
James Turner noted that students are greatly outnumbered
in the third ward
the area In
which a pub would be located.
Only two dorms -- - Compton and
Wagner
lie within this region.

Turner also related his.
pressions of Drushal's

W585

"

Charles Schollenberger explains
ments why he favors lowering the age requirements tor service in Congress..

continued on poge five,;

of Council In November, Just before the Executive Committee
met. At this time, the President, according to Wilcox, satd
that the College would renovate
Klttredge with Its own money.
Instead of loaning funds to the
It would be Included
SECC.
In the College's budget under
normal renovations. The President also feels, Wilcox said,
that there would certainly be a
challenge from local residents
If the College got a license to
would be

en

A

ell, reported a meeting between
the President and a subcommittee

sell 3.2 beer.

In favor of the proposed constitutional amendment, as did representatives of the United States
National Student Association, the
College Republicans, and the
National Committee for an Effec-

of his paper. A copy of the
fifty page paper was left with
Bayh, who seemed pleased with
the effort that was mide in writing
It. The paper and the' testimony
are to be printed In the record
tive Congress.
of the hearings. After the hearSchollenberger's testimony ings the chief sponsor of the bill
was approximately twenty minin the House, Congressman
utes long, and was broken at Drlnan, also requested a copy,
ber 19th. Congressman Robert. one point by Senator Bayh, who and asked Schollenberger If he
queried him about the findings would be willing to come to WashDrlnan (D. Mass.) also testified
ington to work on the amendment this summer.
amendment
proposed
The
would lower the age for serving
In the U.S. House of Representatives by three years, making
and older eligithose twenty-tw- o
ble, and the age for the U.S.
Senate by the same amount, makyears of
ing those twenty-sevage and older eligible. Schollenberger cited increased education
and maturity among youth as
He
reasons for the change.
perhold
many
states
noted that
sons legally accountable for their
actions from the age of eighteen, or for four years before
they would be allowed to run
for the House and for nine years
before they would be allowed
to run for the Senate under the
proposed amendment.
"It Is
time that we recognize," he
said, "that young people have
a significant contribution
to
make in the national interest.
Young people have served
In
positions of authority in the past
and have served notably." Schollenberger also, mentioned
the
to the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Constitutional-Amen- d

berger was invited to testify
after he interviewed the counsel
to the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Constitutional Amendments in the course of his research on the paper.
Senator Birch Bayh (D. IndJ
chairs the subcommittee that
heard the testimony on Decem-

these steam generating

.

ImIn-

tentions: the College should first
seek a way to mollify the reservations of those opposed to a
license; but, If necessary, the
Issue may be persued In the face
of some opposition.
Council then voted to reaffirm
their support of the establishment of a student entertainment
center; they also agreed to have
a subcommittee meet with the
President to clarify his inten-

tions,

ry.u

,

'!.

.,

;

;
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Besides the availability

License

doesn't promote
alcohol

relaxed atmosphere where'
not only students can meet
their peers but also faculty
and administration. Formerly I found this a benefit
to communication and the
solution of problems and

To The Editor:
Upon reading the front
article (Nov. 2)

page

regarding the proposed Pub
barriers.
on campus I found it extremely disheartening to
find such a puritanical view
Programming at the Pub
toward alcohol as that of J. could not only be a life
Arthur Baird.
boost to the campus, but
The fact that the College also would bring students
would possess a D- -l liquor together for weekend solicense does not mean that cializing rather than the
many separate parties.
the College would be "promoting" alcohol any more
than having visitation hours
This Pub proposal has so
in the dorm is a promotion
much
going for it that the
of
sex. In fact,
the idea is absurd. It is only reason I see for J.
just this kind of view that Arthur Baird's reasoning
is strict puritanism which
denied
the has
only prolonged probright to purchase any
lems in the past rather than
alcohol outside of 3.2 beer,
while granting them all letting intelligent people
think for themselves, and
other adult rights. This form
mature ideas and atreasoning is as sound as
titudes.
one saying that people die
David M. Schmader
in car accidents, so let us
tal

pre-mari-

18-year--

Get this through your
thickheaded skull that Truman wasn't a cheap low-docrook or sidewinding
coward that used others to
do his dirty work.
Mink coats and deep
freezes, yes, even Sherman

of alcohol on home ground,
thus keeping students off,
the roads, the Pub provides, as mentioned, a

olds

.

Adam's vicunas were the
headlines of twenty odd
years ago but compared to
the flagrant rape of the
treasury to support, l ey
Biscayne, Camp David and
San Clemente and the des-

not
regulating drinking, and it

should not. Mr. Baird's
concept of out of sight, out
of mind is possibly prolonging one's drinking and
helping to foster immature
attitudes toward it.
As is now the case at
Wooster, a student must
drive to get to a bar, and
to reach one of college cli-

mate must travel extensive
distances. Could Mr. Baird
believe that the present
situation is a 6afe one?
Previous to my atten- -.

dance at Wooster I attended
a college at which we had
a

rathskeller,

and I served

on the governing board of
It. Previous to its establishment a student seeking
a relaxed atmosphere of
socializing with alcohol
available had to travel the
If the College
highwavs.
could be promoting anything, it is promoting
drinking
and
driving. I happen to regard
off-cam- pus

Truman
not as low as

seraphim.
Retract, baby! Retract!

The Voice of Conscience,
Dominic Richard Iannarelll
Class of 1952

QszazasssBizq

fL&i

8

--

fabricated

lie

that

(Nixon).. Ji is p o p u -larity is at a new low, but
it is quite not so low as
that of the. late President
Truman at the nadir point
of his

regime..",

which

statement was taken from
the lead editorial of the

DAILY RECORD

for Tues-

day, November 6, 1973.

Common decency absolutely demands that you
retract by front page
banner point headline, or
your subscribers should be
induced to cancel

ebb-and-flo-

w,

come-and'go- 9
rise-and-fa- ll

Dear Friends:

Your quotation from Dr.
Sigmund Freud was most

illuminating, and

I

believe

it might be interesting for
a woman to comment upon it. No doubt here as
elsewhere, the answer

ten is concealed in
question Itself.

.

of-

the

National

Thie newspaper welcomes signed lattera to the
editor.
Letters should be typed, double-epaceand
preferably under 300 words. Address all correspondence
to VOICE, The College of Wooatar, Wooatar, Ohio 44691
d,

264-123-

..... .......

Glenn Forbes . .
Janna Smith

Selena Cramp

Pete Glidden

Bobble Brown

....

.--
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emotional
of all of life.

give-and-ta-

CO-oper-

not be changed!
CO-OPERAT-

c--

ii

i:
4.

That

IS

ION,

'control' the rising and
the setting of the sun for
our
but
must
with daylight and night, just so the
own-convenienc-

e,

Co-ope- rate

wise man andthe wise woman will heed the rise and
fall of ther individual basic
needs, and learn as soon
as they can, to
with Nature's Laws.
And when they do learn to
do this, the rewards will
be proportionate to the
DEGREE OF the
CO-OPER-

ATE

co-operat-

ion.

ke

And JUST as we cannot

LOVE
PEACE
Lucy W. Leasure

30

Watergate leads us
to
self-annihilati- on

to

mechanism of American justice. This is why we
need to become informed as to the state of our political
institutions. We should ask ourselves two questions: Is
the structure of the covernment itself fallinir. or is it
the representatives that we have chosen who are falling?
Consideration of these two questions should take into
account the degree of knowledge one has about the
rapidly changing political situation. I consider it obligatory that one examines the situation and establish some
opinion about Watergate instead of seeking shelter behind
the proverbial "I can't do anything."
.
Approximately three months ago our campus attested
to its concern and Instituted an 'Impeach Nixon Campaign' which led to a number of fruitful political innovations. The month is now January and the fervor which
existed three months ago has gotten lost somewhere
between signing the petition and following it up. Congress
has not given up, though. It is still investigating improprieties that have emanated from the oval office.
One may also rest assured that no legal grounds
for
impeachment have been established except that of 'breaking a promise to the American people.'
Richard M. Nixon is a very secretive fellow. Hiding
behind the cloak of executive privilege, he assumes
that since he cannot be seen the American people will
forget he's there. But once again his staff has misread
public opinion. It's a pity that more competant personnel
cannot be found.
The level of pessimism in this article is the direct
outcome of 'cat and mouse politics.' It Is difficult
for
even our most brilliant investigators to determine who
or what went astray. Mr. Cox, Mr. Richardson, and Mr.
Ruckleshouse gave us hope for the truth. The 'Saturday
Night Massacre; as it is sometimes called, drove the
American pgople to file their protestin ever a quarter
of a million telegrams to their congressmen and senators. I thought that kind of political concern had died
in the 60' s, but I was happily surprised.
In our efforts to revamp this battered system we
should again turn to my two basic questions Is it the
structure of the people who run the. structure that failed
us? If it turns out. to be the structure, then we cannot
blame Nixon, Dean, Haldeman and Erlichman
for
they were merely
of a corrupt structure.,.
U it turns out that our representatives are
corrupt
then we should establish a better system for selecting
our representatives, a system that has built in safeguards against the dishonorable. '
by-prod- ucts

-

'a'X.;

ate;

self-annihilat- ion.

informed
nr jhict nlaln
stupid can one get in
making the bald faced assertion, if not plainly

located on the bottom floor of
4.
Bos: 4187; phone:

Richard Klelbowlcz .
Ellis, Bill Henley

phases

rise-and-f- all

of the tides, the
of the moon, the

MUST
that Is,
we must, 'operate' within
the known Law which can-

war-to- rn

National Advertising Repr
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Helen

the
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ebb-and-fl- ow,

come-and-g-

CO-OPER-

Nth, VOICE, Box 3187. N Watergate testimonies are leading us toward
It would be naive to assume that left
Sthe
D.adl in is Tuesday everft
itself, our governmental structure could rebuild the
rv ing

Tl.. CJi....

that as pretty unsafe.

Tha offices a
8.
Lowry Center
ext. 433.

.

end, except
with the Law which is one
we cannot change do what
we will: the Sun is going
to rise when it will, no
matter what we do; it will
set when It will, no matter
what we do. Therefore, we

Letters should be typed, 1
rJeuble.naea)rJ
aouoie-spaceand unrJarsVl
d
on derfl
tjy staruey r- eraue
words. we may wi15:8
hold nomas at tha author
At the advent of a new political era, the Watergate
kJreqiuest.
Letters shou 8
n,
break-ithe Watergate coverups and the Improvised
aAArmA nnA mnilmA

'
.

'whether we like it or not'),
don't forget!) Is a Natural
being, subject to Nature's
Laws while in the
The Great Law
of Nature is periodicity
'
the
the

woman (and likewise man,
body-envelo- pe.

Donald Nixon, Truman has
gained sainthood in the
heavenly
cherubim
and

VI

Nixon
T

en

woman
'whata
wants' lies in this same
category: for (again,

picable tactics of a crew

.

ot-t-

Now,

of feitons, Stans, Mitchell,

Dean, Haldeman, Ehrlich-man- n,
McCord, Magruder,
Segretti, Vesco, Rebozo,
Lansky,
Chotiner and

are

greatly confused when
confronting Nature, by a
lack of understanding of
Nature Herself, and of the
Laws under which
She
operates everywhere in the
Natural Universe. One of
these Laws we are trying
to combat when we. enter
into Daylight Saving Time,
for instance. We really,
cannot do anything in the

wn

outlaw cars.

True, the College is

Men and women

'
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Reel World

Rounding up the usual suspects
which have received sufficient
critical praise- to have me be-

by Bob Hetherington

lieve that they deserve a place

Last year started out to be a
rotten year for good movies and
stayed that way until about December when, because of some
exceptionally fine late releases
coupled with the cumulative
weight of a great many good films
(when considered in retrospect),
the ledger shifted to the other
column. It was not a year for
blockbuster successes and even
the highly
discussed LAST

on my list.
1. DAY FOR NIGHT, my choice

Truffavt's affectionate tribute to
the magic of moviemaking. A
facinating look behind the scenes
on a picture called MEET PAMELA, and graceful presentation
of the neuroses and complexes
of its cast make it both offbeat
entertaining.
and completely
Truffaut masterly stretches a
tightrope between emotion and
intelligence.
2. SLEEPER is the finest comedy since MASH and should
rate as a modern comedy classic. Incorporating some of the
best of Chaplin and Harold Lloyd
with his premise of a man accidentally frozen for two hundred
years and thawed out to lead a
police
revolution in
state, Woody Allen has fashioned
a hilarious film, and his most
even work to date.

TANGO IN PARIS was both gone
and
forgotten by mid-ye- ar.

Things got to be so bad that
moviegoers were referring to
PAPER MOON as the Best Picture of the Year and meaning
THIS year instead of 1936. Of
the 129 movies I saw last year,
almost every favorite had been
on the tube or on campus. But
by the end of the year the rush to
capitalize on the Christmas season audience, as well as the
flurry to meet the eligibility requirements for the Academy

.

an-America-

Just because everyone

list.

Jewison is still experi-

menting with a cinematic style,
but is more successful here than
In the past.
4. THE DISCREET CHARM OF
l's
THE BOURGEOSIE. . Luis
frivolously witty satire on
practically everything and everybody, is discreetly charming.
5. The fun and games in SLEUTH
were all the greater because of
the dueling of Laurence Oliver
and Michael Catne.
6. Bertolucci's unabashedly de

else

has one, I present my thoroughly
subjective, narrow minded, way
out In left field list of personal
favorites. A couple of the movies

Bun-nue-

played in New York in 1972 but
are on this past year's list because of a delayed distribution

for most major cities. The last
slot is left open to include those
I

n

3. JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR'S
inspired mating of movie with
music earns it this place on the

Awards balloting, brought some
of the year's best films on the
screen so quickly that the December 26 print of THE EXORCIST was still wet (or so it was

rumored).

of Marlon Brando and the capacious
bosom and existential
It
thighs of Maria Schneider.
is a modern morality tale: boy

for best picture, is Francois

--

films which

cadent LAST TANGO IN PARIS

is a very well made film set
up for the existential blusterings

-

have not seen, but

meets girl, boy rapes girl, girl

.

shoots boy.

7.

.

YOUNG WINSTON

is

every-

thing that an intelligent historical
movie should be, made all the
better when compared to other

entries like

FAIR..

THE NELSON

AF-

Robert Shaw Anne

Ban-

croft and
superb.
8.
by

Simon

Ward

were

DOLL'S HOUSE. Abetted
a fine screenplay, Joseph
A

Losey gave Ibsen's well made
play the airing it deserves and
Jane Fonda scurring
sent
through the Norwegian town In

search of an uncertain liber-

ation. Reluctance by distributors
to handle a Jane Fonda vehicle
plopped the film into ABC's lineup prematurely.
9. Robert Altman continues to
be one of America's most original directors with THE LONG
GOODBYE, a reworking of the
Raymond Chandler novel to show
that the private eye is yet
another displaced person in the

1970' s.
10. Here list the works of two
young directors, George Lucas
for AMERICAN GRAFFITI and
Martin Scorsese for MEAN

STREETS, the much heralded

thriller DON'T LOOK NOW with
Julie Christie and Donald Sutherland, or the distinguished

lean Film Theatre presentation
of Eugene O'Neil's THE ICEMAN

COMETH.. You choose.

I have not yet decided what to
do with THE EXORCIST, certainly the most vile and tactless
horror story shown on the screen.
Had it not been for William
Frledkln and 10 million dollars
the movie would have received

the

it so richly

X-ra- ting

de-

serves. I will reserve any further rambllngs for a later time.

It has been a film year full of
male dominated films, a marked
increase in the number of rapes
on screen, of cheats, conmen
and degenerates, so it is little
wonder that major directors have
turned away from this and are
searching for pure entertainment
and diversion. Kubrick is film-

ing a swashbuckler with Ryan
O'Neil, Richard Lister returns
to movies with a star studded
al.
THREE MUSKETEERS plus
Bob Fosse Is completing
LITTLE PRINCE, and
THE
Ingmar Bergman has announced
that he will film THE MERRY
se-qu-

WIDOW with

Barbara Streisand.

What, friends, was the worst
picture last year? If we are
going to be serious about It
and discount the porno and the
Fists-- of

--

engeance-- F
Epics, you might

V

eet-of-F-

WEDNESDAY,
TNT, BATTLE FOR
THE PLANET OF THE APES,
FORTY CARATS, or any number
of excellent choices. But I submit that you can sweep these all
away In deference to a film that
is so bad it must of arrived In
garbage' cans Instead of film

nominate

cans

ASH

SU-PER-

Hunter's

Ross

up nicely, with the latter
being slower, heavier, and
slightly more appealing

The British Mod era of
the middle Sixties was very
important and exciting
musically. Many memorable songs and events
came out of those years.
Two current albums recall
that period in two different

than the original.
The Who got their start
in those Mod years. They
have recorded an interesting concept album, called
QUADROPHENIA, that
tells the story of the adolescent difficulties of a
teenager caught in that period. Many concept records
with storylines have been
done before but who but the
Who deserve to record an

ways
David Bowie has recorded a fine disc, entitled
PINUPS, of his renditions
of 12 English Mod pop
It can be seen
tunes.
a
that lot of Bowie's current composing and per-

forming

style

V

Some of the
songs don't seem to have
anything to do with the
Plot.
The
band
introduce

correlate.

themselves into the story
as if they were Hitchcock
appearing in one of his
films. Excerpts from the
words and music of some
of their mod hits are heard
occasionally, and the young

man tells about a Who concert he attended. Four

musical themes represent
different facets of the protagonist's personality and
at the same time individual
members of the group. He
is really a composite of the

four units of the Who.
The music can't be beat.
It is pure Who. All the
elements that appear on
everything
they've done,
are evident. There is some
good single material here,
and I don't thing QUADROPHENIA will be as vul-

nerable to exploitation as

TOMMY was.
The Mod Era will live
on as long as It is chronby the people it
icled

affected.

Arabs would prefer gold to dollars

was

Influenced by that age. The
songs that aren't familiar
could pass as new Bowie
tunes. Anyone who was
conscious seven years ago
will recognize at least a
few of these songs.
Bowie's saxophone appears more often than it
has in a while. He adapts
his vocals to the mood of
each song excellently. It
it
is hard to believe that
is the same singer on some
cuts. All of the backing
instrumentation, especially Mick Ronson's guitar,
is executed with precision.
Some of the songs covered
are the Easybeats' "Friday on my Mind", The
"Shapes of
Yardbirds
Things", pnd Pink Floyd's

"See Emily Play". The
Who's hits "Anyway, Anyhow - Anywhere" and "I
Can't Explain" are done

other, after originating the
rock opera TOMMY and
starting the whole thing.
The story is a little obscure. Some narrative
prose by the protagonist
and a 44 page booklet are
included. The story, according to the enclosures
and according to the words
of the songs, don't always

By Pete Bauer

There is more to the
Arab oil embargo than simply discriminating against
nations who favor Israel
in their foreign policies.
One of the major reasons
for the withholding of oil
shipments to the United
States is that the Arabs
are reluctant to accept our
dollars, a commodity which
loses its value, in return
for oil, a commodity which
does not depreciate in
value.

.

.

The situation is similar
to two little boys trading
baseball cards at the beginning of the baseball season.
One child has a card of
Johnny Bench of the Cin- -.
clnnati Reds, a player who
has had superstar status

every year ne has been in
the major leagues. The
other little boy, noting the
scarcity and value of .the
Johnny Bench card, would
like to add the card to his
collection. He 'Offers to
trade one card of Ernie
Banks of the Chicago Cubs,
Ed Spiezio of the Chicago
White Sox, ,and a Cleve-

land Indian team picture
in return for the card of
Johnny Bench. The other
child agrees to the trade.
At the beginning of the
baseball season the trade
seems good. However,
after the season is over
Ernie Banks retires, Ed
Spiezio is demoted to the

and he would have been bet
ter off to have kept the
card of Johnny Bench and
traded cards with someone

the free market price of
gold when the 1968 two tier
agreement, was dropped by

The same situation has
occurred to the Arabs when
they accepted dollars for
oil. The value of theErnie
Banks card has been almost
lost completely by his retirement from baseball,
and similarly the value of
the dollar has diminished
considerably due to the

free market price of gold
Is about $120 per ounce.
Finally, Just as Cleve-

else.

retirement of its gold convertibility in 1971. The
Ed Spiezio card was devalued from major league
status to minor league
status. Dollars have been

minor leagues, and Clevedevalued from $35 to $38
land has lost one hundred
and to $42.22 for an ounce
games. The trading power of. gold. Although not fully
of the little boy's cards has 'recognized, the dollar has
diminished considerably, presently been devalued to

last
central bankers
The current
November.

land had a losing season
so did the dollar. In relation to gold, history's
ultimate store of value,
the dollar has been falline
the dollar has been falling even when it rose In
relation to other currencies. The dollar is also
losing its value when compared to McDonald's hamburgers which used to be
15. The hamburgers are
now

25(5

which is a 67 per

cent price Increase. Hamburger Is the same, the

dollar isn't.
Therefore, the Arabs are
continued on pogo tight
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'Pinups', 'Quadrophenia' recapture British 60's
By Tom Patterson

ury

New visiting theologian

Rev. Moody: Too many victimless crimes
"Rather "than too few law
enforcers, I would submit, we
have too many laws, says Rev.
Howard Moody, this year's third
theologian-in-residen- ce
at The

--

College of Wooster.
Rev. Moody arrives Tuesday,
January 15, to spend three weeks
on campus talking, to students
about removing criminal sanctions from such "victimless
crimes" as gambling, adultery,
homosexuality, prostitution, drug
addiction, and abortion. Moody
can also speak with authority on
a variety of topics ranging'from
reform politics to theater and
dance in the church.
Highlights of Rev. Moodys
first week in Wooster will be

his "opening statement

four-sessi- on

--

at

off-Broad-

way

avant-gardance
standing
groups in the city. In addition
the church has operated Judson
- House, a residential facility for
runaway children and a mobile
medical
unit for servicing
adolescent medical needs in the
East-SiVillage area.
Mr. Moody has been active
in civic and community affairs.
He has been deeply Involved In
the reform movement of the
Democratic Party In New York
City, having served In 1959 as
the President of the Village Independent Democrats, an insurgent political club in Greenwich
Village, in the fight to unseat
the boss of Tammany Hall. In

'

10

am convocation in McGaw on
Wednesday, January 16, followed
by a Pit Stop at 11 am; a rap
session in Lowry 119 on Thursday, January 17; and a workshop
on
experimental
worship in
Mackey hall of Westminster
Church House on Sunday, January
20, at 8 pm.
Moody will also be speaking to
various classes and conducting
"mini-coura
on "victimless crimes. He will
be available for lunches with
students and evening sessions in
dormitories. Dr. Nancy Lukens,
chairman of the host committee,
will be scheduling Rev. Moody's

is senior pastor of Judson Memorial . Church In Greenwich
Village, New York City. Under
his leadership Judson Church has
become the subject of magazine
articles and national radio and
television programs. This unique
church has a very diverse minis- try relative to the cultural life
of the Village. The Judson Poets
Theater has received several
"Obles (annual awards for
plays), and the Judson
dance Theater has won a great
deal of acclaim as one of the out --

--

de

de

se

1967

Mr. Moody served as

co-chair-

A 1951 ' graduate from Yale
Divinity School, Howard Moody

active in the fight for more
treatment of drug addicts. He was a delegate to the
humane

1962 White House Conference on

Drug Abuse and was founder of
The Village Aid and Service Center, a facility for after care and
rehabilitation of the drug addict
in Greenwich Village. Presently
he is helping to organize a program for reeducation of the
public concerning the drug prob-

liberalizing attitudes,
believes drug laws may
be changed so as to enable us
to treat drug dependence as a
medical problem rather than "a
criminal and immoral act. He
has been involved with the problem of a more liberal abortion
lem.

By

-

Moody

law and was one of the founders
in 1967 of the New York Clergy
Consultation Service on Abortion,
a group of ministers and rabbis
offering counseling to women with
"problem pregnancies. He now
coordinates the National Clergy
Consultation Service on Abortion
which has 2500 clergy counselors
in 30 states across the country.

or Fred
Fllntstone, or be settlers or
Doo, the Banana Splits

bandits on the unique train ride
or be heroes or villains in an

melodrama.'

for which Mr.
has recently provided
leadership are: Board of Directors, New York Civil Liberties
Union; President, New York Baptist City Society; Member, New
York

Last summer Kings Island

employed

January

1.

Individuals and groups wishing
to participate In the auditions
must obtain an application by
contacting the Live Shows Dept
Kings Island, P.O.Box 400, Kings
Mills, Ohio 45034.
Kings Island, located along
north of Cincinnati, is a $40
million, 1,600 --acre entertainment complex consisting of the
theme park, two golf courses,
a campground and a motor inn.
The park attracted 2.4 million
visitors during the 1973 season.

"We wlllbe employing singers,
dancers, actors and musicians to
perform in more than 15 areas
of the theme park, he said.
"For our stage shows next year,
we are looking for singer-dance- rs
who have ' had musical
We are also
experience.
theater

1--

quite anxious to audition a wide
variety of performing groups and

individuals.
Kreft said groups, such as
barbershop quartets, pop vocal
groups, folk groups, country and
western groups, Dixieland bands,
stage bands, ban)o players and
ragtime piano players, are urged
to audition.' He 'said the park will
also "be looking for a group to
play "soft rock in a special
section of Kings Island.
Actors'1wlU1bAuseln toree

more than 200 per-

formers and offered more live
entertainment than any park In
the country. Kreft said Kings
Island had more than six hours
of continuous shows and live'
entertainment.

18-2-

.

are many.

.Assignments such as ride hosts
and hostesses, room stewardesses, sweeperettes, food service ,jer.scnnel, anqroany other;,

mt.4fltereJs)tinipp.sllare-wauuj- g

"They will be costumed Haona,

71

Cedar Point Amusement Land
is offering an early chance to
interview for the 2,500 different
Job opportunities next summer
for those 18 and older.
Job opportunities

Howard

Moody, Wooster' s third

arrive Jan. 15.

theologian-in-residen-

will

ce

During his stay. Moody will conduct

mini-

-

courses on 'victimless crimes.'

qity Abortion Coalition.

s

J. P. Kleft

"Watergate's going to be with
us,
stated Herbert Kaplow,
A.B.C. ,TV news commentator.
Kaplow spoke on Tuesday night
His presenIn McGaw Chapel.

entitled, "News
Censorship and Washington ToFollowing the half hour
day.'
talk, Mr. Kaplow fielded questions from the audience.
' Dealing with the current scene
In the nation's Capitol, Hub Kap- -.
low- - primarily discussed Watertation-was

formers.
Paul Kreft, the park's director
of live shows, said special auditions will be held on Friday,
Saturday and Sunday, January
0,
at UC's College Conservatory of Music. He added that an
audition application must oe obtained from the park before

1

'V.

Organizations

By

Barbera characters, like Scooby

old-fashio- ned

V

Kaplow describes
Watergate pall over D.C.

Jobs offered by
amusement parks
--

y

Moody

ABG-TV'-

The University of Cincinnati
campus will be' the scene of a
massive ialent search next month
a
as Kings Island launches
campaign to recruit more than
200 nigh school and college per-

r

man

of Democrats for
Lindsay in a successful mayoralty campaign. In 1968 he was
elected as a delegate (McCarthy)
to the National Democratic Convention in Chicago.
In addition to his political
-

appearances.

activity, Mr. Moody has been

' active in many social and community issues.
He has been

gate and the mood in Washington
today. Mr. Kaplow emphasized
that Watergate still dominated
the Capitol and would continue
to do so in the future.
Kaplow painted a grim picture
with his words. The mood in
Washington, D.C., was one of
frustration, despair, and stagnation. Mr. Kaplow s narrative of
the swearing in of William Saxbe
as Attorney General, told of a
ceremony characterized not by
great solemnity and dignity. Instead it was "pervaded by the
aura of Watergate that hung over
it. "There were elements of
pathos to that ceremony because
the stench of Watergate was all
about us.
"Watergate raises questions
that go to the very heart of our
system and form of government.
Washington, is a hell of a place
these days,' stated Herb Kaplow.

icant amount of domestic policy
formation has occurred, as Mr.
Kaplow stated, In "I dont know
how long.'
Only In the area of energy
did Mr. Kaplow see action. Yet
this had only a dubious positive
facet since being in a crisis,
we are "reacting instead of
acting.
"Government in much
of the domestic area really has
stopped functioning - largely be- -r
cause of Watergate."
Kaplow sees "no light at the
end of the Watergate tunnel and
no easing of President Nixon's
problems. "Ntxon is trying to
clear himself from Watergate -giving the impression that he
is working on other problems
of this democracy. However,
Nixon is in serious danger of
undergoing impeachments'

.

-

administration,- - it would be the
President's foreign policy, Kaplow feels. "Nixon even before
becoming President recognized
the problems that could arise
in the Middle East." Because
of this, Henry Kissinger has been
able to move ahead and get things
done.
"Henry Kissinger seems to
have accomplished something
positive.' Yet this is only the
first step of what has been ;
called "the journey of the
Kaplow felt
thousand miles.
there still Is a long way to go
for' peaceful settlement in the
Middle East.
Kaplow predicted the future

presidential status. "I don't
think Richard Nixon will resign,
until his back is absolutely
against the wall, until mere would
be a virtual certainty that Le
would be thrown out. Quitting
to Richard Nixon would be a
terrible sign of cowardice, and
he is a man that has almost an
obsession about strength and
against cowardice." In the mean
vtime, said Kaplow, "He will fight
on.

fortune, Richard
Nixon could regain some confidence and trust of the people,
but "he will never be the peoples choice.
At least, Kap- low felt, "he is not going to
have his head chipped Into Mt.
Rushmore.
Although
President Nixon
claims the news media is out
Kaplow concluded with
the
to get him, Mr. Kaplow feels that
opening lines of Charles Dickthis is not so. "Nixon has
ens eighteenth century novel,
carried it (slanted reporting) too A TALE OF TWO CITIES.
far - to his own detriment and These lines describe a situation
to the public's. The country
much like that of today. We
has been hurt by Nixon's rela- - . will determine, said Kaplow,
tlonshlp with the press.'
Mr.
"whether this is to be an age
- Kaplow
of wisdom or an age of foolishfelt the less than loving
Kaplow felt reporters were relationship between the Presiness, whether this is to be a
working amidst "the biggest crident and the news media was,
spring of hope or a winter, of
sis In 'government in the two "not a match made inr heaven."
: rtreiir.
The speaker, Herbert Kaplow,
year history of this "Richard Nixon and the Amerihundred
was introduced by Jarr.es Hodces
republic. The Watergate affair can press are not a twosome
the History Department. Ka- pof
Che
suspended
much
of
off"
has
will
walk
hand
hand
in
that
t
business, especially policy for- - into the sunset, ever.'-'- 1 " 'saioIow's presentation was sponsored
matlon, JiWashtop..rRoutine;,ia;,If
there were any positiveMW
cnCttUuralw. KTjtsqoii
fci 0&i&)i'Sfif&
Sanctions cjflueuj;
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New referral house
awaits volunteers
By BUI Henley

After a quarter of preparation,
CAW. Volunteer Referral
Center headquartered in Kieffer
House is finally ready to go into
operation. It depends" on stuthe

dent reaction," according to the

organizers, whether the "referral house" idea will fizzle 'out
or become a permanent and useful

part of the Wooster

ity. V

'
.

.'

:

commun'
of the center is

purpose
to help C.O.W. students wishing
to do volunteer work in and around
the community to find
for which he or, she is best
suited, and to make contact with
the volunteer organization offering the position. During fall
quarter the center made contact
with some 18 volunteer organizations, including the Red Cross,
Big Brother, Boys Village and
the Ida Sue School, among others.
The center will have information from these organizations
on their activities and volunteer
needs; a prospective volunteer
can, by calling or visiting the
center, find out which organization has volunteer work available in a particular field of
interest, what the qualifications
are for the work, working times
and conditions, etc.
The- -

the-post-ti-

on

The center will not be involved

in actively recruiting students
for volunteer work, according to
member Dave Jeroskl; "We want
people to come to us on their
own."
If the initial group of volunteer agencies involved with the
referral program is helped by
it to find new volunteers, the
- organizers
expect that
more
. agencies will start to participate.
The question that faces the
referral house, now that it is
ready to go into operation, is
a "market" exists
whether
among C.O.W. students for its
service.' Are there enough stu- The Volunteer Referral Center, located in Kieffer House, is ready to place students in volunteer
dents on campus who have the
interest and time for volunteer
work, and who have not found
it through older channels, to
make the referral house worthwhile?
The organizers admit
they don't know whether to expect a rush of "business" once
they make their service known,
a trickle, or none at all.
If the program does prove
worthwhile, it will continue past
this year, unlike most other

small-hou- se
programs. Mem- bers of the program say they

have tacit approval of the administration to continue in a
house next year if the program
turns out successful this year,
and new members will be recruited to replace outgoing ones.

organizations.

Except in bars
18-year-ol-

become adults

ds

Senate Bill 1, effective January
1 of 1974, makes age 18 the age of
majority in Ohio. This sweeping
legislation will modify more than
eighty sections of the Ohio Revised Code.
The adoption of the 26th
Amendment to the United States
Constitution gave the right to
vote to 533,000 18, 19, and 20
year olds throughout our state.
It also gave them the right to
run for public office and the .
right to serve on a jury;
. until
the enactment of
as
Senate Bill 1,
'the threshold for assuming adult-hoorights and responsl- -'

With the lowering of the age this is an Invasion of constituof majority, colleges will be tional rights and it is certain to
populated almost entirely by stu- be tested In Ohio.
dents with "adult" privileges and
responsibilities. The impact of Traditionally, many unlver- the newly acquired adult status s ties and colleges follow the
could revolutionize the tradi- - practice of mailing grade re- -

tional

father

Image,
often ports and disciplinary notices
as the "in loco to parents. With the students'
parentis" doctrine, that many new legal cloak of adulthood,
college administrations accept. the college possibly will have to
Probably the stickiest question obtain permission by the student
Is "legal residence," since tui- before releasing such information Is usually dependent on tion to parents. Likewise, the
whether a student Is "in state'? requirement
or. "out of state." Since a stu- Confidential Statement" may
dent is now an adult at age 18, have'to'be revised andor suphe (or she) may be more per- plemented by a "Student Finanr
suasive in arguing that he Is cial Statement," and new methods
;J.;
billtles.
As of January 1, 1974 an 18 not a resident of his parents' to determine financial responsiyear old will have the right to home outside of Ohio, but rather bility will have to be examined.
enter Into contract, own property, is a resident of Ohio, where he
The complete ramifications of
Inherit without a guardian, sue intends to remain.
the
Senate Bill 1 concerning
As an adult, the student will rights of the 18 year old will be
and be sued, be eligible for a
variety of jobs and marry with- have the capacity to personally uncovered only through judicial
out parental consent.
At the sign for tuition, student loans, process.
Many of the Issues
same time, the 18 year old will books, etc as well as the re- remain to be clarified by Interbecome responsible for debts sponsibility for payment thereof. pretation and established by
injuries inflicted I believe that a university can precedent. The next four years
incurred and
'
on others.
In essence, an 18 require dormitory living as a will be the testing ground for
year old becomes "legally an part of the contract, but In other establishing the extent of student
states it is being argued that privileges and responsibilities.
adult."

referred

to

how--ev- er,

MORE ON

-
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age-2ljberve-

LS. presented
continued from, page one
increased role that the federal
government has today in affecting
youthful lives, from Selective
Service to educational loans to
job opportunities, concluding
that, 'young people deserve a
prorole in the policy-makicess that affects their lives."
For Charles Schollenberger
the invitation to testify was not
only an honor, but a triumph
In his own philosophy of the
utility of educational projects.
His junior independent study project was written with the hope
that it would be used to plan
a strategy for the passage of
the amendment, and it appears
to have made a start in that
direction. That is what pleases
him most.
ng

--

;

Earlier last year, Schollenberger. wrote an article entitled
"Justice Dented at Kent State,"
the
which was published in
NEW REPUBLIC in May. And
in 1970 he organized a group
of Wooster freshmen, now seniors, who donated a considerable

amount of their time in electing
a peace candidate to Congress.
That candidate, John F. SeTber-lin- g
(D. Ohio) was elected, and
is a member of the Judiciary
Committee that is now considering impeachment of the Presi-

dent. Schollenberger bejteves
that young people have to continue to participate in the
electoral process to elect candidates who will put the country
back on the course of sane

.

:

Professors call for amnesty

--

priorities.

The President of the American Association of University
Professors called upon President Nixon to use the occasion

-

groups in the housing units or
individually. "The students are
my first concern, he emphas-

ized.
Thursday . evening at 7:30
Rabbi Lander taught the first of
three classes on "A Brief Encounter with the Holocaust:
Confronting the Extermination
of Six Million Jews in World
Held in Lowry 119,
War n.
the sessions are
lectures dealing with the theme,
history, and lessons of the Holocaust. Readings for the lectures
are from four paperbacks available in ,the bookstore: . Elie
Wlesel's NIGHT, Andre Swartz-bard- t's
THE LAST OF THE JUST,
self-contai-

ned

--

of Thanksgiving to grant amnesty
to those American youths who
conscientiously resisted or refused to participate in the Vietnam War
"On Thanksgiving when so
many of our concerns are
directed to unprecedented problems of conserving our national

fessor of Economics at

13-- 19

resources, we mast not over-

26

.

--

--

hnWs'w?ffieffi.a

--

ioiWlw"VMr

.

Michi-

gan State University, said:
"With a spirit of reconcilia-

evening is scheduled for Friday, look one of the most essential
January 11th, In the Lowry Cenof those resources: the youth
ter Ballroom. After blessings of America," President Waare said over the candles, wine, lter Adams, the head of the
meal nation's largest association of
and bread,' a family-sty- le
will be served, followed by the college and university teachers,
Sabbath evening service. Jewwarned.
ish songs and dancing will
"At no time in our history
has there been a greater need
conclude the celebration.
During the weeks of January for our nation to be unified. If
Rabbi Lander's It Is to be effective In solving
and 20-schedule is open to Invitations the problems before us. I urge
for conversation over meals, President Nixon to act now to
small group discussions in the heal the wounds that still reafternoon or evening, or other main from the tragic war In
informal meetings with students. Vietnam," he said.
"Coke, Coffee, and ConverQuoting from a ' resolution
sation" will generate an Informal calling for amnesty which was '
atmosphere In the Faculty Lounge passed earlier this year by
.Monday and Thursday afternoons
delegates attending the AAUP's
at four. Rabbi Lander especially Annual-'
Meeting .'President
hopes to talk with the Jewish s- tu- jAdairts
1i who-- '' is'1
19 Distinguished
iloiuituiaiicv
.iiuilllist
" dents' 'ad'tosnafe''tni'lat two 'ynlversity Professor and Pro- -

pus fall quarter,
Wooster's "Rabbi In Residence, who Is active with
Jewish youth organizations and
the human potential movement
In additton to his professional
work, considers it important to
further love and understanding
Viktor Frankel's MAN SEARCH
between people through programs
such as the one at Wooster, FOR MEANING, and Arthur
nrin a hi visif. Rabbi Lander. "Morse WHILE SIX MILLION
,',f
hnma ,tn. talk witfl .IfttddentS4 - vBIEDrfvf:
formally, at meals. ttotft!rfw?. A tadUkanai- - JWishatfcath T Skbb
1-

ents

d's

Lander is 'Rabbi in Residence9
by Jane Riedel
Rabbi Yechiael Lander has
stay at the
begun a three-we- ek
College of Wooster as a "Rabbi
In Residence."
associate
The 46 year-ol- d
chaplain at Smith College arrived on campus Monday as part
of the .same "Theological
Impact" series which brought
William Stringfellow to the cam-

of--the-"Par-

d

tion hopefully emerging In our
foreign policy. It Is only just
be
that a like reconciliation
effected among our own people,
and with those of our youth who
conscientiously resisted or refused to participate In what they
regard as a morally unacceptable

war.
"The policy of amnesty is
deeply Ingrained In our history
and tradition,' he observed.
"President George Washington,
upon granting a 'full, free and
entire pardon In the first act
of amnesty in our history, argued
of amnesty In our history,
argued, for 'every degree
and tenderness which
justice, dignity knd safety may
permit' In the exercise of his
Constitutional powers. Amnesties of varying degree have been
of-moderati-

granted by a long line of American presidents, from John
Adams, Abraham Lincoln and
Andrew Johnson to ' Coolldge,
Roosevelt,-anTruman, following
d

upon

una nation's wars
,

a.ctieUton1!'
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The Wooster capers emerged
from the cold, lonely, month of
December with a 5- -4 record,
as Coach Al Van Wle spent the
first six weeks of the season
experimenting with various different starting combinations.
' Van Wle's experiments paid
off for the Fighting Scots as they
captured the eleventh edition of
the Wooster Classic by beating
In the opener and
Oneonta 61-In the
a fine Defiance squad, 73-championship game.
The team started out the 73-52

61

Bennet's Audio
Breaks Thru with Sansui

standing offensive and defensive
player ' on last year's - team.
Shetzer has been recovering from
a knee operation and the team
has reflected that condition,
A major surprise Is the play
of freshman Dave Sellers at the
point. Sellers has been dividing
time with senior captain Mike
Stoll and in two starting appearances has responded with 40
points. His 18 points was high
on the team against Defiance in
the finals of the Classic.
Also making a major contribution is junior college trans

fer John

DorkOa

Dorko played

his juco ball at Lakeland Community College and established
numerous records as well as
captained the team both years.
Now

the Fighting Scots enter

real meat of their schedule

the

as they enter OAC play. This
season the Scots will be facing
the top powers of the Ohio Conference away from Tlmken Gymnasium. They have already met
Wittenberg, but they still must
face Heidelberg, Oberlln, Otter-b- e
tn, and Capital on the road.

74

ck
campaign with
losses to Ohio Northern, 3,
They
2.
and Kent State;
then got on track with three
back-to-ba-

65-5-

68-5-

straight victories over Case
Hiram,
Western Reserve, 3,
3,
and Adrian, 9.
With a 3- -2 record, the' Scots
travelled to Springfield to meet
powerful Wittenberg. The Tigers
are most people's pick to win
56-5-

63-4-

79-6-

Mike Stoll

in December

5-- 4

By Ned Loughridge--

a

1

ueCTVfM.

Wooster eager 's

1

Mingletvood

the Ohio Conference and they
were also out to avenge the 49-loss to Wooster in last years
conference championship game.
The Tigers handled the Fighting Scots,
Wooster then returned home to
face the Ashland Eagles, led by
A
A 11 -- American Bill Hlgglns.
second half rally by Wooster
fell short and Ashland prevailed
4.
The team then took a
3- -4
record Into the Wooster
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The real problem this year,w
states Coach Van Wie, "Is our
size. Or lack of It. By comparison1 with most of our opponents we- - have to reach up to
dribble."
The two workhorses for the
team so far this year, have been
juniors Jeff Requarth and Gene
One problem the
Schlndewolf.
team has faced Is the physical

Csmpaaant'a if Purehe.
Saearataly J619.I0

tfe poer am performance to nelly hit your room
tone. Woodstock 3 way speakers that handle
balanced
and
with lull base
Pic-rtf
00 automatic chancer
55 a,fa. Ire recommend the Garranr
Wajnefic Cartridge. This complete My tern coals only $519.8)..
Now, ait back and hear all the muxc
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Soccer honors:
2 booters named

Prudential

Men's Store - Main Floor
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The College of Wooster

Will be interviewing
at the Wooster College

Placement Office

,

January 21, 1974
Please call the

on

Arrow

--

Placement Office,
for your appointment.
If this is not
Convenient for you,
. please phone
Dean Fowler,
Division Manager,
in Akron, Ohio
for a
at
special appointment.

Flannel Shirts

$9.00

253-667- 1

Enjoy the casual country
look, with tailoring that
makes you feel comfortable
wherever you are. Bold
plaids or checks. Fabric
of 100 cotton. Sizes
S-M-L-

t
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w

when
honors were handed out. Ten
players, Tom Kazembe, Craig
Levlnskl, Greg Krlebel, Howard
Cohen, Bruce Reed, Mol Ollve-lr- a,
Don MacRae,Gary Davlsson,
John Hallowell and Joe Man
teams.
were chosen to All-OKazembe, Levlnskl and Krlebel were also honored with io
selections. In addition,
made
Kazembe and Levlnskl
squad.
the
Two Scots received berths on
team.
the
Kazembe made the first team,
repeating last year's performance, and Levlnskl received
honorable mention.
Dolphins

post-seas- on

AC

all-Oh-

All-Midw- est

All-Ameri-

can

has something for
All Your Gift Needs
CARDS. JEWELRY. OTHER GOODIES

STORE HOURS:
Friday - Saturday
0

soc-

cer team looked like the Miami

The Gift Corner

-XL

9:30-9:0-

'It

Gene Schindewolf, one of the Team's 'workhorses' this year.

sophomore Tim
Shetzer, who was voted the out
condition

-

I

Public Square

,voi T,

264-611- 7

f
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Wooster beats Thomas More 66-5- 9
for third straight win; Sellers stars
was led to victory
by freshman Dave Sellers of
Elyrla, who netted 22 points while
hitting 10 of 12 from the field,
and sophomore Tim Shetzer of
Fremont St. Joseph, who hit an
even 50 of his 12 action shots.
The Scots started out fast and
took a commanding 14- -5 lead with
13:00 to play in the first half.
Just as it looked as If the Scots
Wooster

By Ned Loughrldge

Fresh oft of their championship in the Wooster Classic,
the Fighting Scots basketball
team won their third game in
a row by defeating a tough
Thomas. More team from Covington, Ky. 66-at Tlmken
Gymnasium Saturday night.
.

59

would

break the ball game open,

the Rebels' began to find the
basket and the Wooster shooters
began to miss.
Six points Is all the Scots
would muster, the rest of the
half, and Thomas More went
into the lockerroom at halftlme
with a 27-lead.
Sellers and Junior wing Gene
Schindewolf of Manchester hit
a pair of baskets to open the
second half and the Rebel lead
20

4.
Two field
was cut to
goals by Thomas More and another by Schindewolf made the
with 17:56 remaining
score
In the game.
The Scots then pulled within
on shots by
one point, 0,
Sellers and junior John Dorko,
a Junior college transfer from
Chestland, with 16:57 remaining.
The two teams then battled back
and forth with the visiting. Rebels
holding a lead of between one
and three points.
Wooster finally knotted the
3,
at the 10:50 mark
score,
on a basket by Schindewolf, and
5,
took the lead for good,
Dorko
remaining
as
8:58
with
made good on an action shot.
The remainder of the game saw
Wooster opening up the lead to
its final seven point margin.
The story of the first half
Is seen in the Scots field goal
percentage of 29.4. "We were
about as flat as the student body
was In the first half," commented
Coach Al Van Wle. "Thomas
More Is a good basketball team.
I knew we were going to be In
for a tough game. They are'1
mature and experienced and they
came to play. You can talk about
being In a ball game, but when
you are down by seven at the
half you know you are," the coach
added.
27-2-

31-- 26

.

31-3-

(last chance
ONLY A FEW
SPACES LEFT

on the

praised the play bf
Dorko and Sellers. "Dorko did
Van Wle

LONDON
THEATRE
TOUR

a good job In the second half
and Sellers had a super performance, what else can you

say?"

The coach continued, "It was
an Important victory for us because we came from behind.
That makes two games In a row
that we have played great ball
in the second half. I think we
were tight in the first half because of the student body. The
guys are very conscious about
playing before their friends."
Wooster shot a fantastic 70.4
from the field In the second half
to end the game with 47.5 total.
The Rebels hit 46.7 of their
action shots.. From the foul
line the Fighting Scots hit 8 of 12
for 66.7 and Thomas More hit
3 of 5 for 60. The aggressive
Rebels out rebounded Wooster
and had 11 turnovers to
8 for Wooster.

See Dr. Sckuti
IMMEDIATELY

.

31-- 28

FLAIR

TRAVEL
346

EAST

BOWMAN ST.

JUST OFF THE CAMPUS

264-650- 5

43-4-

47-4-
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THE BOOK NOOK
201 E.

LIBERTY'

262-628-

6

Books For

FICTION

M0NFICTI0N

Special Needs

BIOGRAPHIES

CHILDREN'S
SPECIAL:

BOOKS

Heard The Owl
Call My Name
All

3ooks in Print

BOOKS FOR ARTS &

' Available

CRAFTS

Special Orders Always

Foxfire I
Foxfire II

Welcome

'

Quick Delivery

gees up for on of his 12 shots from the field in
last Saturday's gam against Thomas More. Scots won 66-5-

Tim Shetxer

9.

"J
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Scots how to Mt. Union
a combination of Purple Raider

The Scots travelled to Mount
Union Wednesday night and were
beaten by the Purple Raiders,
90-7-

four,

41-3-

at

7,

half-tlme-

A

Wooster made a game of
it and took the lead, 1, with
15:12 remaining in the
game.
For about two minutes the Scots
played even with Mount and then
52-5-

Students are being invited by
The Association for Cultural Exchange to help in archaeological
excavations in England next summer. Deadline for applications

70-5- 3

is February

freestyle In 5:44 J.
The Scots captured first or
second place in 12 of 13 events,
leaving the team optimistic about
the future.

.

Twn- -

,i

st

'

m

six-foo- ter

Also hitting double figures for
Wooster were junior GeneSchin- -

Students invited to dig

a time of :23.8. Bob Clark also
finished first In the 500 yard

53

the-talle-

6--

Conference
Again freshman Dave Sellers
led the Wooster scoring attack.

The Fighting Scots had a hard

The Scot swimming team suf70-defeat at the hands
of Oberlin last Saturday in a
home meet.
Pacing Wooster with first place
efforts were Ted Hammond In
the 50 yard freestyle event with

fered a

6--

final period.

Mermen lose,

hit 24 points for
his biggest scoring output to date.
Sellers is averaging 21 points
per game In his last three games.
The

6--

64

--

Setters

90-7- 6,

time coping with the rangy Mount
Union front line that went 8,
7,
6,
one of
front
court combinations in the Ohio

shooting and numerous Wooster
turnovers put the game out of
reach for the Scots. The next
ten minutes saw Mount Union
hit ten field goals to three for
Wooster, to open up a 79-lead at the 4:24 mark of the

6.

Down by
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1.

center redevelopment,
programs and
rapidly changing land use are
threatening the disappearance of
setprehistoric graves, Iron-atlements, Roman villas, fascinating relics of mediaeval towns,
all over Britain.
American students free from
y,
and with previous
archaeological experience, are
invited to Join an international
team . on a dig of the important
City

new

road-buildi- ng

ge

r: n

mid-Ma-

.

dewolf with 18 and sophomore.
Tim Shetzer with 12.
The Fighting Scots, now sporting a 6- -5 record, travel to Tiffin
tomorrow to meet tough Heidelberg and then return home on
Wednesday night to host the Bishops of Ohio Wesley an. .

mediaeval city oi Northampton
cemetery
and the" Anglo-Saxat Spins Hill In Norfolk. Experienced volunteers will receive
free board and lodging for helping In this important work.
Other students without experience are invited to join the
British Archaeology Seminar at
Lincoln College, Oxford, organised by the Association for Cultural Exchange. Six academic
credits can be'earned from paron

prost
ticipating In .this
gram which ends by three weeks
participation on digs lit different

parts of England and Scotland.

PERSONAL

Write lan Lowson,' 539 West
112 Street, New York, N.Y. 10025

for further details.

Gold for black gold

ex-

ay

-

CHECKING

.

ACCOUNT

They're the most economfc-caand safest way to manage student budgets.

by pulling

the

reluctant to accept our do-

which have been their assets in gold mining
debased, devalued, and de- - ' stocks and gold bullion by
using the facilities of Swiss
predated. They have raised their crude oil prices banks. With their buying
over 400 per cent in an power estimated to be
effort to counteract the somewhere in the billions :
negative effects of acceptof. dollars, they are probing dollars for oil, and ably the major force behind
now there are rumors
the recent surge in thev
emanating from Zurich that price of gold bullion.
the .Arabs are going to
Arab oil embargo is
demand gold bullion .as-- not a situation which has
partial payment for their to last a long time. If the
oil.- United States desires
The Arabs are carrying
the embargo, it can
their lack of confidence in do so by offering the Arabs
dollars and other paper yellow gold in return for
currencies one step further black gold.
--

TrtriftiChecks cost less
than money orders
No m'mimum deposit or
balance required
Your name printed FREE
on each check
"L

he

-.-T-

w

w
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Sports and society
By Glenn

to-lif- t

Forbes

For at least the rest of this quarter you will see
this space filled with pieces of writing which (hopefully)
will at least vaguely resemble a sports editor's column.
Since some of you will probably read these, I will
introduce myself.
Pm a sophomore history major with a great interest
in sports, manifested in my capacity of sometime
participant and constant commentator. This column
will represent almost exclusively my personal views
for many reasons, not the least of which is the license
at
matter,
society tends to grant to editors and,
writers in general.
Yet if my only purpose were to spout off, I certainly
wouldn't choose this medium. Writing a column requires
more time and effort than talking about sports in my
room for 10 or 15 minutes a week. I intend to raise
controversial issues and stimulate thinking about sports
and their role in our society here at Wooster, or society
at large. Of course, comments, criticisms of this
column are welcomed, preferably printable because I
believe that this newspaper can be the vehicle for some
healthy debate.
In case you haven't noticed, I believe that sports
can
are important. If you agree, I hope this column
help us recognize, isolate and maybe even help solve
some of the problems faced by sports and sportspeople
today. U you don't agree, I hope that this column will
provide you with a spark of interest, or at least a little

DICTIONARIES
WEBSTER

Library size 1973 edition, brand new,
stiil in box.

Cost New $45.00
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Box 3187
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111

orders enclose 1.00 good will
deposit. Pay balance plus C.O.D. shipping
on delivery. Be satisfied on inspection or
return within 10 days for full refund.No
dealers; each volume specifically stamped
not for resale.
.
postage
.25
$1
end , handling.
Please add
C.O.D.
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Action from Sofurdoy's meet, o loss to Cberlin.
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day-to-d-

WHY

their money from
world's banking systems, and redistributing
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For paying
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